“Royal Karoo Safari’s was one of the greatest places I have ever
hunted. My wife and I took 13 animals between the two of us
in 7 days of hunting and all were top notch animals! The service
was amazing and Rob and Laura were great host! If you don’t
make this trip you are missing out on a great experience!.”
- Bruce Hunnicutt (Texas, USA)

“Trip of a lifetime! Thank you so much for the experience we
had, leaving there with all are new friends was way harder than
expected. Thank you Rob, Laura, Martin, and Stephen!
Can’t wait till next time!.”
- Waylon Janousek (Montana, USA)

“We just returned to Canada after spending an amazing week
at the Royal Karoo lodge. Our room was huge with a beautiful
ensuite bathroom, very clean and had everything we needed.
Meals were fantastic, and my hubby is still talking about them.
Wonderful hospitality and a very knowledgeable and skilled PH
just rounded off the whole experience.
Will definitely be returning.”
- Dani Fuchko (Canada)
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THE LODGE

OUR HUNTING AREAS

PREMIUM BOW BLINDS

The hunting area is 25 000 acres in one block. Located in the
mountains that form the interface between valley bushveld
and Karoo veld types, you’ll find some of the most varied
landscapes in South Africa – from open Karoo plains to
densely-wooded mountain valleys with grass-topped plateaus.

Set in a Karoo plain, the five-star Victorian-style lodge - with
its stand-alone luxurious cottages - is designed to meet the
needs of a modern-day African hunt. The wide-open living
areas, boma and gardens are designed to help you relax and
enjoy your stay in Africa.

Six blinds have been built in strategic positions taking the terrain, natural animal pathways and the
sun into account. Waterpoints have been purposebuilt to have the target animals stand side-on when
drinking water – all to facilitate the hunt for the
dedicated bow hunter.

Our exclusive, privately-owned hunting reserve offers exciting
walk-and-stalk hunting that is Fair Chase and done on an
environmentally sustainable basis. This is a challenging and
exciting experience that brings you back to Africa time and
again.
•
•
•
•
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•
•

Wing shooting
Bow Hunting
Black Powder
Plains Game
Dangerous Game
Clay Pigeon Shooting
Deep Sea Fishing
Varminting

Our friendly and well-trained staff is on duty to enhance your
experience and our fabulous cuisine champions the harvested
venison, incorporating locally-sourced organic produce.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Walking Trails
Game Drives
Night Drives
Mountain Bike Trails
Day Trips to Addo Elephant National Park
Sightseeing Flights to the Coast
Elephant Back Safari

The blinds themselves have been sunk 1 meter below
ground level, are 3x3,5 metres and sound-proofed.
A long bench with extra padding and carpets add
some comfort. These comfortable, purpose-built
bow blinds have resulted in a very high success rate,
creating an opportunity for hunters of all skill levels.
This facility gives Royal Karoo a world-class edge
amongst the bow hunting fraternity.

